Mission Possible

Five times a year Emanuel Church serves a hot meal to the guests at The Guest House. Over the past few years they have been asked to increase the number of times they serve, as well as to offer a more substantial meal at some of the graduation ceremonies.

It takes a team of 4-5 people just a couple hours or less to prepare and serve the meal. Emanuel especially likes to serve the graduation ceremonies because on these nights guests often share inspiring stories of how far they have come from the deep challenges they faced - overcoming addiction, illness and many other struggles to gain a significant or full measure of independence again.

The $250 Changing Lives Grant that Emanuel received from the SEA Mission Team enabled them to make this graduation ceremony extra special. They were able to offer a more substantial meal and share small gifts with the guests. Helena was even invited to help hand out graduation certificates.

Helena McElrone and Guenter Ehrlich prepare dinner in the new kitchen at The Guest House.

Emanuel invites your church of group of friends to gather 4-5 people and contact The Guest House to offer to serve a meal.